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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the speaker—independent
spoken word recognition system for a large size
vocabulary. Speech is analyzed by the filter bank,
from whose logarithmic spectrum the 11 features
are extracted every 10 ms. Using the features the
speech is first segmented and the primary phoneme
recognition is carried out for every segment using
the Bayes decision method. After correcting errors
in segmentation and phoneme recognition, the
secondary recognition of part of the consonants is
carried out and the phonemic sequence is
determined. The word dictionary item having
maximum likelihood to the sequence is chosen as
the recognition output. The 75.9% score for the
phoneme recognition and the 92.4% score for the
word recognition are obtained for the training
samples in the 212 words uttered by 10 male and 10
female speakers. For the same words uttered by 30
male and 20 female speakers different from the
above speakers, the 88.1% word recognition score
is obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
A number of speaker independent systems17)
has been presented so far, All systems, except for
those developed by Chiba et al.4 and Rabiner et
ai,6'7, were based on the phoneme recognition,
where recognized speech samples were uttered only
by adult male speakers. The systems developed by
Chiba et al. and Rabiner et al. require a large
amount of data uttered by a number of speakers, in
the case where the change in vocabulary is
required.
On the contrary, the new spoken word
recognition system described in this paper can
recognize a large size vocabulary uttered by
unspecified adult male and female speakers at a
high performance. The system is composed of the
phoneme recognition part and the word recognition
part, where segmentation and phoneme recognition
are carried out. The vocabulary can easily be
changed from the key—board since the word
dictionary is represented in phonemic symbols.
2. SYSTEM OUTLINE
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
spoken word recognition system based on the
phoneme recognition.
Speech is passed through the Z9channel
digital bandpass filters ( single tuned circuits
of 0=6 ), whose center frequencies are arranged
every 1/6 octave between 250Hz and 6300 Hz. The
power of every channel is computed for every frame
of 10 ma duration and logarithmically transformed.
The 9 features are extracted from the logarithmic
spectrum of each 10 ms—frame, The primary
segmentation is carried out using the first order
time—derivative of the features. Using the 11
features composed of the above 9 and other two
features extracted from the temporal pattern of
logarithmic power, the phoneme of the detected
segment is recognized by applying the Bayes
decision method, on the assumption of multi-
dimensional normal distribution. Errors in the
primary segmentation and phoneme recognition are
corrected by the error correction rules.
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Fig 1 Schematic diagram of spoken word
recognition system
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0 ( c_N,•,cO,••,eN)
= ( Vj_N vj Vj+N ), N=7
O : Solution weight vector
Sequence of LS for the j—th frame
Logarithmic spectrum summation LS for
the j—th frame
where the solution weight vector c is
computed using the discriminant analysis
for optimally discriminating between
plosive and the others.
Meanwhile, the secondary phoneme recognition is local minimum of the temporal pattern is also
carried out using the time spectrum pattern method
previously proposed8 for nasals, unvoiced and
assumed to be the typical frame of the segment.
There are a number of segment insertions which are
voiced plosives and unvoiced fricative. The mostly eliminated using the higher level
likelihood between the phonemic sequence and each information.
item of the word dictionary is calculated, where
the item with maximum likelihood is chosen as the
recognition output.
3.3 Recognition of phonemes
The two parameters for unvoiced and voiced
plosives are computed using the discriininant
3. SEGMENTATION AND PHONEME RECOGNITION filters from the temporal envelope of the
logarithmic spectrum summation LS. The output
of the discriininant filter for the j—th frame is
defined as follows:
3.1 Feature extraction using discriminant
anaiysis)
The eight features are computed for every
frame from the logarithmic spectrum using the
discriminant analysis.
—N
y = Cjv.+i ()
1=—N
For the feature expressed by the weighted sum
of p parameters the condition for the optimal
= cv3
discrimination of a specified phoneme group from
the other is given by the maximization of Fisher
ratio e:
O = atBal at Wa — max (1)
W : Covariance matrix within class
B : Covariance matrix between classes
W is rewritten using the KL expansion
W = FA Ft (2)
A1
A2
=
'. The eight features, the logarithmic spectrum
0 Am summation LS and the two parameters for plosives
are used for phoneme recognition. Figure 2 shows
F ={ 1'2" 'i''m the solution weight vectors for part of thefeatures. The shapes show the good correspondence
Eigen value of W
to the physical images. The feature for voiced
plosive is useful for discriminating between
f' : Eigen vector of W consonants and vowels. Figure 3 shows the
temporal pattern of the 11 features and the
where rank of I is m less than
Solution weight vector a is given by Eq.(3).
detection parameter of the phoneme boundary for
the word /rakuda/ uttered by a adult male, where
each of the horizontal lines indicate the
a = FAlFtd (3) threshold for the feature. All features are
correctly extracted.
d : The distance vector between mean vectors. a/ouie
3.2 Phoneme boundary detection
The following power parameter is used for the
detection of phoneme boundary.
(1) Logarithmic spectrum summation LS
2.
-
•
LS= S1 (4)
i=1 ch—e.
S : Logarithmic output of the i—th channel voiced plosive
The eight features and the logarithmic
spectrum summation LS show the large changes at
the phoneme boundaries. For that reason they are
passed through the first order time—derivative
filters. The solution weight vector for phoneme
boundary detection is computed using the
discriminant analysis. The weighted summation of
the absolute values of the time—derivative filter
output is computed frame by frame. The frame with
the local maximum of the temporal pattern of the
weighted summation is assumed to be the segment Fig. 2 Solution weight vectors for part of
boundary. On the other hand, the frame with the the features
fricative/the others
unvoiced plosive
frame —
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Using aforementioned 11 parameters, the
phoneme recognition is carried out for the typical
frame by applying the Bayes decision method,
assuming multi—dimensional normal distribution.
Standard pattern of each phoneme is made using the
samples manually extracted by visual inspection.
4. ERROR CORRECTION IN SEGMENTATION AND
RECOGNITION
In order to correct the errors in
segmentation and phoneme recognition, the
following information is used:
(1) phoneme contexts,
(2) the contexts where the omissions occur, and
(3) phoneme duration.
Based on these information, the five
correction rules are defined as follows:
(1) When the succeeding two or more segments are
recognized as the same phoneme, those segments
are merged into one segment unless the total
duration exceed the upper limit of the
duration.
(2) The segment with duration shorter than the
lower limit is absorbed by the surrounding
segment, if one of the top—three recognition
results for the shorter segment is identical
with one of the surrounding segment.
(3) When the vocalic segment appears after the
non—sound segment, the plosive segment is
inserted between the two segments.
(4) When the succeeding two segments are
recognized as unvoiced phoneme and each of
these segments satisfies the condition of
duration, the devocalized vocalic segment is
inserted between the segments.
(5) When the succeeding two segments are
recognized as vowels, phoneme recognition is
carried out for the frames around the boundary
between these segments; a new phoneme is
inserted if the result satisfies the certain
conditions.
Using the rules above, most of the errors in
segmentation and recognition of phonemes are
corrected.
5. SECONDARY PHONEME RECOGNITION USING TIME
SPECTRUM PATTERN METIIOD8
Secondary phoneme recognition is carried Out
using the time spectrum pattern( TSP ) method for
discriminating among the phonemes with the same
manner of articulation. The TSP method assumes the
time spectrum pattern( 29channels by 5frames ) of
a phoneme as the multi—dimensional vector derived
from the normal distribution. Recognition of
consonants using the TSP method is carried out for
the frames around the epoch point, where the epoch
point for nasals is the final stationary frame
from the nasal consonant to the following vowel
and that for plosives is the burst frame. The
epoch point is detected by the change in the
logarithmic power of the specified frequency
range. The standard patterns are made using
samples around the epoch point manually extracted
by visual inspection. The dimension of the time
spectrum pattern is reduced from 145 to 24 using
the Karhunen—Loeve expansion. Secondary
recognition is carried out using the TSP method if
the result of recognition in the previous stage
belongs to one of the four phoneme groups:
Im,n,/, Ip,t,kI, Jb,d,g/ and/s.d.
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Fig. 3 The temporal pattern of the 11 features and the detection
parameter of the phoneme boundary for the word /rakuda/
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Thus determined is the phonemic sequence with
the top—three results sent to the word recognition
stsge.
6. WORD RECOGNITION BASED ON THE PHONEMIC SEQUENCE
In the word recognition part, a number of
sub—items are generated referring to the confusion
matrices of phoneme recognition for initial—, mid—
and final positions of words. This is followed by
the computation of similarity between the phonemic
sequence with the top—three recognition results
and each sub—item of of the word dictionary item.
Probabilities of insertions, omissions and
substitutions of phonemes included in confusion
matrices are taken into account for computation.
The rank of phoneme recognition is also taken into
account. The confusion matrices are made
according to the results of experiments. The
computation time for similarity including
generation of sub—items is considerably reduced by
the utilization of dynamic programming. The
dictionary item having the maximum similarity to
the sequence is chosen as the recognition output.
7. RECOGNITION EXPERI MENTS
Phoneme recognition experiments are carried
out for 212 words uttered by 10 male and 10 female
speakers. The solution weight vectors for the
features and the standard patterns for the
phonemes are made using the same sample word
group. By using the TSP method, the scores for
the unvoiced and voiced plosives are increased by
18% and 20%, respectively. The scores of phoneme
omission and insertion are 6.4% and 14.7%,
respectively, whereas the phoneme recognition
score is 75.9%.
Table 1 shows the word recognition scores,
The word recognition score of 92.4% is obtained
for the samples from which the confusion matrices
for the word recognition are made. For the same
words uttered by 30 male and 20 female speakers
different from the above—mentioned speakers, the
word recognition score of 88.1% is obtained. The
scores for female speakers are nearly the same as
those for male speakers.
8. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a spoken word
recognition system for a large vocabulary recently
developed. The score of phoneme and word
recognition are 75.9% and 92.4%, respectively.
The system recognizes the spoken words based on
the phoneme recognition word recognition is
carried out using the likelihood between the
phonemic sequence transformed from the input
speech and the word dictionary item written in
phonemic symbols. The vocabulary to be recognized
can easily be altered by changing the dictionary
item from the key—board. The large vocabulary size
is also one of the features of the system.
Table 1 Word recognition scores
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